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FROGS AND TOADS
The rites of spring (for spring will soon

be asserting her rights) are proclaimed by
frogs and by toads, and "while spring comes
slowly up this way, rather than by leaps and

. bounds, the season is indeed announced by
frogs and toads. How nice, for a season to
have a frog doorman, (now no longer dormant)...

Nor is it always easy for us to tell a
toad from a frog, and many naturalists add as an
afterthought a note that it might be the other
way around after all. Someone said that frogs

have teeth but toads do
not - as if one could
interrupt the elusive
chorus and make its mem-
bers say ah instead of
jug o'rum or jinglejingle
as the case might be.
Beatrix Potter's Mr.
Jackson, Mrs. Tittle-
mouse's untidy neighbor
was an edentate toad,
so there • s a clue . . . With
this different (surely)
drummer as harbinger, let
us introduce some thoughts
on this by Eleanor Moore.
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A Festival of Frogs from A to Z
In Story, Song, and Art

The frog has historically been a symbolic
figure. In ancient and old cultures he played
many parts. In satires on the then current
state of society he was often the character
good for a laugh instead of a punishment as he
was safely made to mirror the foibles and some-
times decadence of the ruling cliques.

Among primitive and also sophisticated
peoples the frog has been a symbol of the re-
newal of life because of his amazing adaptability
to a wide variety of ecological conditions. Frog
or toad, he developed whatever natural gadgets
were most suitable to insure his survival in a
changing environment and in different regions.
His feet have evolved as effective tools for
digging, or clinging, or swimming, or even
flying - more correctly gliding.

At this juncture of our affairs it may
seem irrelevant to present the ubiquitous frog
as meaningful folk-hero because as well as being
amphibious he would appear ambivalent. How can
he or she, a fertility symbol, also fit in with
the euphemistically-termed family-planning em-
phasis? Aha I Froggy wins again, toith one big
leap he demonstrates the joys of a boggy
come-back of the Thoreauvian concept that "in
wildness is the preservation of the world."
There just can't be too many frogs bouncing up
and down over that fulcrum of the blessed bal-
ance of nature . They are a vital middle link
in the celebrated chain of life. And now the
National Science Foundation believes they have
found a factor in frogs which may lead to a
method of fertility control and so help to
solve the world 1 s population problem...

So, at the Festival of Frogs at the Thoreau
Lyceum in Concord during the Merry Month of
May 1970, exhibit A is Aristophanes 1 famous
comedy, The Frogs . It was written as criticism

of the tragedies of Aeschylus and Euripides and

as such is the earliest piece of literary
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criticism in existence. The Frogs was an
expression of dissent, and a satire on his
own parlous times of military and political
upheaval, by that greatest writer of Greek
comedy. It was presented in Athens in 405
B.C. where it won first prize and the ac-
claim of citizens who crowned Aristophanes
with a hero T s wreath.

Surely the most electrifying presentation
of The Frogs occurred in 1941 in the Yale
University swimming pool. There with dramatic
lighting both above and below water, as Charon
paddled Bacchus and his faithful slave Xan-
thias across the River Styx, the Yale swim-
ming team in froggy headdress swam around
about the boat singing or croaking the Frog
Chorus, "Bre-ke-ke-kex, Co-ax, co-ax". All
Yalies thrill to this long-established cheer
of their university.

There will be some range and perhaps sur-
prises in the Thoreau Lyceum exhibit, in sup-
port of its main theme, "Thoreau on the Frogs
of Concord," - a collection of froggy stories
in old and new books which have become an im-
portant part of our literary heritage. These,
with their famous authors, run the gamut from
Mother Goose through Hark Twain, fimily Dickin-
son, Robert Frost, Donald Culross Peattie,
Joseph wood Krutch and a host of others. The
illustrations sparkle with delightful imagi-
nation - Grandville, Nast, Dore, Caldecott,
Rackham and Miss Potter coming to mind.

The first book on the natural history of
the western hemisphere was written in Spanish
by Gonzalo Fernandez Oviedo. After his fourth
journey to the new world he was granted a
short leave from his duties to complete a his-
tory for Emperor Charles V. The Natural His-
tory of the V.est Indies was published in

Toledo in 1526. The University of North Caro-
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lina published an edition in English in 1959,
translated and edited by Sterling A. Stroude-
mire.

Oviedo first met Columbus, a poor mariner
then, in 1490. Much later, he knew Columbus*
sons. Oviedo had first gone to Spain* s western
empire as overseer of the mining and smelting
of gold for King Ferdinand. This natural his-
tory, one of the most fascinating books of
the age of exploration, contains a section
pertinent to our frog theme,

While engaged in his official duties col-
lecting the King*s share of the gold from
Tierra Firme, - about one fifth of the total
amount - Oviedo was stationed at Darien, the
southern part of present-day Panama. It was
here that the Cuna Indians lived as talented
goldsmiths and wore elaborately wrought gold
jewelry. The remnants were to flee to the
San Bias Islands, where their descendants
still live.

Oviedo *s description of the frogs, or as
he termed them, toads, of Darien reflects his
attitude toward anything which stood in the
way of advancing through the jungle to estab-
lish primitive mines and get out the gold.
Oviedo was revolted by the toads, especially
in their abundance. He wrote, "these toads
sing in three or four ways and not one is
pleasing."

He was pleased that their numbers were
decreasing because of his efforts to have the
land drained and cultivated and the trees
and forests cleared. This is the first de-
scription of deliberate, man-induced altering
of environment in the new world.

It is hoped that the recorded frog sounds
will be more enjoyable to the visitors to the

Lyceum exhibit than they would have been to

Oviedo.
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The exhibits include an old reverse
applique embroidery called a mola, worn on a
blouse made by Cuna Indians of the San Bias
Islands. It represents the repopulation of
the world after the flood and the central fig-
ure is a large female frog laying her eggs.
A child's book, The Golden Frog about these
Indians will be near the frog mola, and also a
color photograph from the March 1970 National
Geographic of a golden frog of Panama.

Other exhibits include an authentic orig-
inal pre-Columbian ceramic frog from Peru.
There are other pre-Columbian artifacts in frog
motif which are museum reproductions. Other
parts of the world are represented also. An
ancient Chinese frog will keep company with a
not quite so old Japanese netsuke carved wooden
frog. One frog pin is a reproduction of a
Roman toga-pin that had been dug up in Ireland.
Two Scythian frogs are part of the collection.
From Africa we have photographs and descriptions
of the largest frog in the world. Also African,
large gourd receptacles carved and stained in
decorative motifs of the watery world of spring.

In 1890, a young Frenchman, Alphonse Louis
Pinart, during the course of his geological ex-
plorations of the island of Aruba in the lower
Netherlands Antilles found old Indian petroglyphs
in some caves. In his notebook he made sketches
having particular value today since the cave
drawings there are largely obliterated. We are
displaying an especially created reproduction of
these. They seem to represent prayers to the
heavens for life -sustaining rain on that ex-
cruciatingly-dry island. There are the symbols
of the hot sun, the rain clouds, the humming-
birds who were thought to bring down the rain
by beating their wings so rapidly, the rain-
bow serpent, the shaman with upraised arm and
a ceremonial axe in the other hand, and below a

small frog emerging from the earth. On that
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island there is a unique frog called Dori
which has developed unusually long digging
claws to enable him to find sanctuary from
the hot dryness, amazingly far underground,
¥hen the infrequent, sparse rains do come the
tiny Dori frogs appear quickly as if by magic,
to the joy of the populace.

Another unique, tiny frog, the Coqui from
Puerto Rico will be represented with a recording
of his song and a recreation of a pre-Columbian
fragment which may be a primitive attempt to
mark the seasons, a sort of vest-pocket Stone-
henge .

In all, the assembly of frog art, frog lore,
frog literature should be enough to renew our
faith in the virility of nature. Z marks the
end of the exhibit - Z for zoodynamicsl

MRS HOSMER'S PASSING

As we started to type this issue, we
learned with regret of the death at #3 in Concord
of Mrs. Herbert Buttrick Hosmer, one of the
mainstays and charter members of the Thoreau
Society. Gladys was instrumental in stopping
the county officials from bulldozing the banks
of Walden Pond and enjoining them to take steps
to put it back Mthe way it was," to the extent
that the swimming area continue with the least
interference with other enjoyment of the pond.
Gladys Hosmer was buried in Sleepy Hollow Ceme-
tery, having stipulated that the same horse-
drawn hearse that was used for Emerson and Al-
cott be used. As the procession rounded the
turn from the Trinity Church past the Library,
the First Parish Church bells tolled the count
of her years, again in fulfillment of a custom
from earlier years.
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QUERIES AND ANTI-QUERIES

In collecting early material by and about
Thoreau, one seeks the first appearances of
books and magazine articles published during
his lifetime, and in the l#60»s after his
death. The interest here is to see how his
work was first presented and w-ho responded to
it, how it was edited, what its reception was.
A little -known item at hand here is an anon

—

ymously-edited anthology published by Ticknor
and Fields in 1864, entitled Household Friends
for Every Season . It is an excellent collection
of English and American writers, and includes
"Winter Animals in the Woods", representing an
early reprint of the Walden chapter. The
Rowse portrait precedes the selection.

One of our number has just acguired set
#536 of the Houghton, Mifflin 1906 Manuscript
Edition of Thoreau* s Writings with the first
full publication of the Journals, and a page
of manuscript tipped in - curious that some
Gutenberg Bibles, Audubon folios and Thoreau
manuscripts have had their leaves thus blown
to the four winds, perchance to some distance
from Concord before its return. In this case
it proved to be from "A Plea for Captain John
Brown," reading, except for lower case for
"north" and "bibles" just as it first appeared
in Echoes from Harper T s Ferry . This page,
from page 23 thereof, reading: "The newspapers
seem to ignore, or perhaps are really ignorant
of the fact, that there are at least as many
as two or three individuals to a town through-
out the north, who think much as the present
speaker does about him and his enterprise. I
do not hesitate to say that they are an im-
portant and growing party. We aspire to be
something more than stupid and timid chattels,
pretending to read history and our bibles,
but desecrating every house and every day we
breathe in. Perhaps anxious politicians may
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prove that only seventeen white men and five
negroes were concerned in the late enterprise,
but their very anxiety to prove this might sug-
gest to themselves that all is not told, why
do they still dodge the truth? They are so
anxious because of a dim consciousness of the
fact, which they do not distinctly face, that
at least a million of the free inhabitants of
the United States would have rejoiced if it
had (succeeded)..."

On the reverse side is a less-legible tally
of flowering dates, in Thoreau* s hand, for
the years 1851-1360, keyed to Journal references.
They consist of: Stellaria media (chickweed),
shepherds purse, skunk cabbage, alnus incana
(alder), white maple, alnus serrulata (small
alder), P(opulus) tremuloides (poplar, S.
discolor (saxifrage), and Corylus Americana
(hazel).

Those who deny Thoreau his developed
interests in natural history might note that
fifty years earlier one of the better students,
Reverend Jeremy Belknap,was conceding that
swallows might not migrate after all: - nIt
was formerly supposed to migrate, but the evi-
dences of its retiring to the water, or marshy
ground, and there remaining torpid, during the
winter, are so many, that this opinion is now
generally received."

Four letters advised us that Adin Ballou
was a later namesake - and relative - of the
founder of the Hopedale Community and Univer-
salist clergyman. Leonard Kleinfeld listed
the titles of forty other of these poems After
Reading Thoreau . Theodore Bailey adds details
that most of the hundred poems, of which he
has #7 appeared in the New York HeraId-Tribune
(shades of Horace Greeley) with a few in the
Christian Science Monitor. While we unwitting-
ly infringed his copyright, perhaps this will
add our mite towards the ultimate publication
of After Reading Thoreau .
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There follows a list of some of the books in our bookshop as well as a few special

things in the gift shop. When ordering, please add .25 for postage and handling of

one book, .10 for each additional one. Postage for the Dover 2 volume set of the

Thoreau Journals will be charged on the invoice. Massachusetts residents are asked

to remember the sales tax and our Canadian friends are gently reminded of the rate

of exchange. Checks should be made out to the Thoreau Foundation, Inc. If you do not

see the title you want, drop us a line; we keep a file of book requests and have

pretty good luck in filling them.

Lyceum Publications

Emerson, Edward W. Henry Thoreau As Remembered By A Young Friend hard cover

Meltzer and Harding A Thoreau Profile reprinted in paper
3.00
3.00

Used Books

^/Thoreau, H.D. j Various Houghton Mifflin 19th, oentury editions of Early Spring
in Massachusetts ^ Spring , Autumn , Winter , Walden , The Maine Woods and three
volumes of Excursions Each 8.50
Vols. IV and VIII of the Journals 3/4 blue leather w. gold tooling
and marbled boards • 1906 Each 10.00

^^--The Maine Woods second edition 25.00
Walden and The Maine Woods 3/4 tan leather w.gold, marbled boards Each 10.00

^Summer 1884 Riverside - blue cloth with gold lettering 10.00

^Walden with wood engravings by Thomas Nason 1939 Heritage Press 10.00

, Thoreau, H. D. and N. C. Wyeth - MEN OF CONCORD - 3 copies Each 30.00

French, Allen Old Concord drawings by Lester Hornby 8.00
Sidney, Margaret Old Concord; Her Highways and Byway6 2 copies @ 8.00, one at 10.00
Emerson, Edward Waldo, editor - Social Circle Memoirs second series 10.00
Griscom, Ludlow Birds of Concord Harvard 1949 12.50

^-'"Cruikshank, Helen Thoreau on Birds selections compiled w. comments 6.50
_^-^Steams, Frank Preston Sketohes fVom Concord and Appledore 6.00
^Lothrop, Margaret The Wayside t Home of Authors 1940 5.00

Drake, Samuel Adams Out Colonial Homes 7.00

xShepard, Ode 11 The Heart of Thoreau's "Journals 8.60
y

Maps, Slides, Prints
Reprint of Shattuck's 1830 map of Concord 23£ x 19^ in tube 2.00 plus 25^

" " Gleason* s 1906 map of Thoreau Country 18^ x 13 3/4 in tube 1.00 n "

20 different 35 mm slides from the collection of Roland Wells Robbins
showing Walden in various seasons -(1946 and 1947) -some with steam engine
passing pond as they did in Thoreau' s day. Also included are spring,
summer and winter views of Mr. Robbins ' own replica of Walden House - 20 slides each .40

5x7 print of Ricketson bust of Thoreau-sepia on white card each .15

5§ x 8g print of Maxham daguerreotype - sepia on cream card M .60

postcard of Rowse crayon portrait - .10 on wood plaque suitable for hanging " 1.50
Medals of Malvina Hoffman bust of Thoreau- bronze- 3n - 6.00- 1 3/4"-3.00 boxed
Handscreened notes by Basilisk- Canadian Goose, Cardinal, Chickadee 5 in package 1.00
Herb notes by Godchaux of Vermont in shades of tan, brown and terra cotta 6 for 1.60

Alphabet posters by Azarian- woodcuts of New England oountry themes-20 x 13 3.50
A is for Apple, B is for Butterfly, F for Fern, M for Mushroom, D for Dandelion,

C for Cat, G for Grasshopper, J for Jam, H for Horse, for Owl, Q for Queen Anne's Lace,
R for Rooster, V for Village, W for Wildflowers

.



Books for Spring - Listed by Titles

Hard Cover
AUDUBON BY HIMSELF ed. Alice Ford" Natural History Press 8.95

WITH BURROUGHS IN FIELD AND WOOD Eli*. Burroughs Kelley Barnes 6.95
EARLY AMERICAN GARDENS Ann Leighton Houghton Mifflin 10.00
THE CONCISE ENCY. OF WILD FLOWERS Marjorie J. Diet* Doubleday 5.95
WILDFLOWERS IN YOUR HOUSE Josephine von Miklos Doubleday 8.95
WILDFLOWERS IN COLOR Arthur Stupka Harper and Row 5.95

FROM LAUREL HILL TO SEILER'S EOG John K. Terres Knopf 6.95
A FIELD GUIDE TO WILDFLOWERS fcterson & McKenney Houghton Mifflin 4.96
MT. FLOWERS OF N. E. Appalachian lit. Club 5.00
FIELD BOOK OF CCMMON MUSHROOMS W. S. Thomas Putnam 5.95
A GUIDE TO MUSHROOMS AND TOADSTOOLS Lange k Hora Dutton 6.95
WILD FLOWER GUIDE Edgar T. Wherry Doubleday 4.95
A FIELD GUIDE TO REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS Conant Houghton Mifflin 4.95
n n " " THE BUTTERFLIES Klots " 4.95

Paperback
WILDFLOWERS OF CAPE COD Hinds and Hathaway Chatham Press 2.95
FLOWERS OF STAB ISLAND, the ISLES OF SHOALS Howard Arnold Arboretum 2.50
HOW WE GOT OCR FLOWERS Anderson Dover 1.95
HOW TO KNOW THE WILD FLOWERS Mrs. Wm. Starr Dana Dover 2.25
FLOWERING EARTH Donald Culross Peattie Compass 1.45
POCKET KEY TO COMMON WILD FLOWERS Newccmb NEWFPS 2.00
TREES & SHRUBS OF NEW HAMPSHIRE Foster N.H.Forestry Dept. .35
A FIELD GUIDE TO THE BIRDS Peterson Houghton 2.96
BIRDS OF NORTH AMERICA Golden Press 3.96
WATER AND MARSH BIRDS " " 2.45
FUNDAMENTALS OF ORNITHOLOGY Van Tya®/Be,rger Sci«n«« Editions 2.95
Bird STUDIES AT OLD CAPE MAY Stone Dover 2 vols. each 2.76
FINDING THE BIRDS IN WESTERN MEXICO Alden Univ.Arizona 7.50
THE STRANGE LIVES OF FAMILIAR INSECTS Edwin Way Teale Apollo 2.25
THE INSECT WORLD Fabre ed Teale. Apollo 1.96
STREAMS, LAKES, PONDS Coker Harper 2.25
Golden Nature Guides to Birds, Fishes, Flowers, Butterflies,
Non-Flowering Plants,Seasho res, Spiders, Reptiles and Amphibians,
Mammals and Zoology each 1.25

Thoreau, H. D. EXCURSIONS intro Leo Marx Corinth 1,95
THOREAU, PEOPLE, PRINCIPLES, and POLITICS MEltier Hill & Wang 1.75
THE RIVER arr. from Thoreau' s writings by Lunt ill. Kane 2.25
THE VARIORUM WALDEN and THE VAR. CIVIL DISOffiDIENCE ed. Harding .60

SELECTED JOURNALS of THOREAU ed. with foreword BODE NAL .75
NORTH WITH SPRING Edwin Way Teale Apollo 2.25
WALDEN 100 YEARS AFTER THOREAU poetry DONALD JJNKINS Yorick Books 3.95
BROOK FAW Lindsay Bwi ft Corinth Books 1.96
ROBERT FROST'S POEMS ne enlarged pocket anthol. Wash. Sq. .75

H.D. THOREAU: A WRITER'S JOURNAL sel. k ed. Stapleton Dover 2.25
THOREAU 'S LIBRARY Walter Harding University Microfilms 6.00
THE VIKING PORTABLE LIBRARY THOREAU ed. Bode 2.26

WALDEN and OTHER WRITINGS ed. Brooks Atkinson Modern Library 1.25
THE OUTERMOST HOUSE Henry Beston Compass 1.45
SHIPWRECKS ON CAPE COD Small Chatham Press 2.26
THE LIFE SAVERS OF CAPE COD Dalton Chatham 2.96
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TOM BLANDING
Vvhile some of Tom's plans are still up in

the air, he is completing his bachelor 's degree
work at Marlboro, with his thesis based on
study of Thoreau's Journal manuscripts well in
hand. His notes are from fragments including
extensively unpublished portions and some
wrongly-collated or misdated items. His trip to
the Huntingtc i Library this summer is also being
planned. Walter Harding is advised of Tom
Blanding f s work, indeed is one of the thesis re-
viewers. Since we do not wish to wrench bits
and pieces from his work, we will quote Tom on
another matter:

Charles Ives, American composer (and insur-
ancemanll) evidently found his inspiration for
"The Unanswered Question" in R.W. jimer son's
poem "The Sphinx". The fifteenth stanza of the
poem opens with "Thou art the unanswered ques-
tion;"

The piece opens with a quiet, ethereal
background from the strings, which is sustained
throughout the piece. This, no doubt, repre-
sents the mystery surrounding the sphinx. A
muted trumpet softly asks the question; the
wood-winds propose a hectic and nervous answer.
But the trumpet returns with the same question.
This is repeated again and again, and in the
end only the mystery of the sphinx remains with
its unanswered question.

Of course, Ives was a disciple of the Trans-
cendentalists, and several of his songs reflect
this interest. The "Concord Sonata," one of his
best-known works, contains four movements: "Emer-
son," "Hawthorne," "The Alcotts," and "Thoreau."

An interesting story - I forget the source,
but I don't think it was a dream - is that Ives
spent his honeymoon in Concord. Perhaps if you
could find the source to confirm this, it would
make an interesting coda to the above.
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MARY AZARIAN, ARTIST
"I majored in art at Smith College, es-

pecially concentrating in graphics, and studied
under Leonard Baskin. After moving to Vermont,
I taught in a one -room school for four years.
I also have three small children (Ethan, Jesse
and Timothy) and was unable to pursue my work
in art until last year when my husband, Tom,
and I decided to try and become full-time
craftsmen. He is the one who does the wood
carvings, although he has not for some time, we
have a small farm on which we keep some animals
(horse, cow, sheep and assorted poultry, cats
and dog). We try to raise as much of our own
food as possible. Most of my subjects have come
from my experiences of the last seven years. I
hope eventually to concentrate on woodcuts and
large paintings, as I do not find the repetition
of designs to be very stimulating, although it
certainly does sharpen technical skill and, on
the whole, I find my work very enjoyable."

Mary Azarian's work combines a New England
country look with a sense of humor and a strong
feeling for design and color. Her woodcut al-
phabet posters are largely based on the world of
nature; B for Butterfly and M for Mushroom are
good examples. Small wooden boxes bear her ex-
quisite miniature paintings - apples in an old
yellow mixing bowl on a blue checked cloth, a
wooden butter churn beside a reed basket of
potatoes or a green worm emerging from a juicy
Northern Spie with a wicked gleam in his eye.
Mrs. Azarian has recently had her first one-man
show at the Quaigh Design Centre in Wilmington,
Vermont and there are several of us here at the
Lyceum who think that a similar show here would
be most appropriate.

Walden: 100 Years After Thoreau , by Donald
Junkins, Yorick Books, Boston, 1969 ($3.95)
This is a limited edition of woodblock-illus-
trated poems of perceptive imagery. We commend
it to your attention.
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For anyone within muster call - or Paul
Revere »s riding - of Concord, our Wild
Flower Plant Sale will be held at the Lyceum
all day Saturday April 25th, What's left will
be available for purchase on Sunday.

THE THOREAU LYCEUM
ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP/RENEWAL

Member $ 3
Family 5
Friend of the Lyceum.. 10
Contributing Member... 25
Life Member 100

156 Belknap Street, Concord, Massachusetts,
01742. Telephone 617-369-5912. Non-profit
& tax-exempt . •

.

On Wednesday evening, n&y ^afc , in keeping
with the season, the Lyceum will present Mrs.
Douglas H. Sears of Concord who will show
slides of wild flowers and pond life. In
photographing flowers, Mrs. Sears has done
some interesting work with magnifying lenses.
Since she lives on Barnes Hill Road many of
the slides show frogs and waterfowl from the
ice pond recently presented to the town by
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Macone. Owners of the
Gleason map of Thoreau Country will identify
this body of water as the one through which
Dodge* s or Dakin's Brook runs on its way

to the Assabet.
Although admission to the slide lecture

is free, it will be necessary to reserve a seat
since our space is so limited. This may be
done by telephone or postcard.

A nature course called Finding Spring in
Concord designed for seven to nine year olds
and led by Mrs. Frank McClintock will be

sponsored by the Lyceum on Tuesday after-
noons from April 23th through June 2nd.

Costs and other details from Mrs. McGrath.


